
              Year 5 and 6 Science Home Learning Challenges        

                  How do we know how living things have changed?

5 Finger Facts
To help you remember these facts, try to

share them with your family members

(without looking). Tell them until they

remember them too! J Can you think of a

creative way to remember these facts?   

1. I know that living things have 

changed over time.

2. I know that fossils provide 

information about living things that 

inhibited the Earth millions of years 

ago. 

3. I recognise that living things 

produce offspring of the same kind, 

but normally offspring vary and are not

identical to their parents.

4. I know that animals and plants adapt

to survive in their environment.

5. I know that adaptation may lead to 

evolution.

Fantastic fossils 

Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5tMRSvyjk4 – Bill 

Nye the Science guy. Write down as many facts as you can! Make 

sure you have at least 3 facts in full sentences and at least one 

question you would like to find out the answer to. 

Read ‘Fossils’ on page 2 and answer the questions on page 3. 

Using the notes you collected and any

additional research, write a magazine

article about fossils. On page 4 there is

an example magazine article and on page

5 there is a magazine article template

for you to use. 

Natural Selection 

Meet the Munty Flumple

Read all about his life below on pages 15 to 17 and find out 

what happened to his species. Fill in the blanks on page 18.

Now complete the natural selection activity on pages 19 to 

22. Think about everything you have learnt about 

adaptations and evolution... Design the landscape your 

creature lives in. Will more/new competition move in to eat 

all the prey or will a natural disaster affect the landscape 

like in the Munty Flumple example? 

Animal Adaptations

Read through the information on pages 6 to 12. Think back to our 

trip to Durham Botanical Gardens. Can you remember the 

different plants in the desert room compared to the rainforest 

room? How were the plants different? How had they adapted to 

survive in their

habitat?

Complete the challenge 

on pages 13 and 14. 

Key Vocabulary
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Evolution the gradual development of something. The

process by which different kinds of living 

organisms have developed over time.

Fossils the remains or impression of a prehistoric 

plant or animal embedded in rock and 

preserved in petrified form.

Environment the surroundings or conditions in which a 

person, animal, or plant lives or operates. 

Adaptation the process of change by which an 

organism or species becomes better suited 

to its environment. 
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The Munty Flumple eats

The Munty Flumple offspring The Munty Flumple are eatan by

This is where the Munty Flumple live – 

think about why this landscape is a good 

habitat for them?

After a natural disaster their habitat 

turns grey.
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Over time the Munty Flumple turn grey as they have a better chance of survival in the now grey 

habitat. If they remain pink they are more likely to be noticed by the predator and eaten. As 

more and more pink Munty Flumple are eaten the grey Munty Flumple survive and have offspring 

that are also grey. 
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Things to think about

What does it eat?

Is it brightly coloured or camouflaged?

How does it move?

How does it keep cool/warm?

Where does it live?

How big is it?

What eats it?

Possible Environmental Changes

Flood or sea level rise / Drought

Preferred characteristics of mates

Temperature increase / decrease

New predator / Lack of food

How would your creature adapt to survive?
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